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Zero Footprint Crypt is an easy to use and easy to understand software to encrypt files and folders. ZFC is a easy to use application that will secure files and folders on your computer. In this way you can ensure the secrecy of sensitive information that is on your computer. ZFC
uses the patented Zero footprint decryption technology to ensure that the files will be undisturbed even if they are in use. ZFC will make sure that the files are wiped clean off of your hard disk when encrypted using our powerful feature "zero-footprint file wiping". It is able to

wipe even files you are actively using, making them more secure than other programs. ZFC offers a set of powerful encryption and security functions that will allow you to be sure that all of your important files will remain secure. The encryption process can be started from
within the main program window or from the "Quick Start Wizard". Using the "Quick Start Wizard" is faster to use than the "standard" method. By entering some simple parameters the program will ask you for the name of the encrypted file. Using the "standard" method the

files have to be first entered into the program before the encryption process can be started. The "standard" method requires that you copy the encrypted file to a new file, overwrite that file using the same encryption key and remove the original file. The encryption key has to be
entered manually. The "Quick Start Wizard" will guide you through the entire encryption process. The "Quick Start Wizard" will make sure that the data is encrypted correctly, that the passwords are entered correctly, that the encryption algorithm is used and that the

"Permissions" settings are properly set. If the "standard" method is chosen you have the chance to set encryption parameters from within the program. ZFC offers many options for you to be sure that your files are encrypted. For example, you can select the encryption algorithm,
the key length, the "Permissions" settings, the file owner and group, the passwords and options for displaying encrypted files. ZFC has no built-in email client. It is therefore very easy to use ZFC to encrypt and send files using your email. This feature is particularly useful if you
wish to send files via email. There are two ways to do this. You can create a self extracting SFX (self extracting) archive of the files and send this directly from within the program. The other option is to create a ZIP archive of the encrypted files and send that through email. You

can
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￭ Password protection for compressed archives. This option allows you to use any password you like for this encryption. Compression of text and HTML files is particularly fast. ￭ Create compressed archives using password protection. The password is not known until the file is
compressed, i.e. the password is never written to the hard disk. If you forget the password the file is still unrecoverable. ￭ You can leave compressed archives on the disk for a long time without fear of unauthorized access. ￭ The password protection ensures that a file will not be
incorrectly decrypted and that the file will not be incorrectly recovered by undelete programs. ￭ For files of more than a few KB (bytes) compression is very fast. ￭ Although for large files compression/decompression is rather slow compared to zip files, it is very fast when used
for small files (such as zipped images). ￭ The Archive is compressed using the popular DEFLATE format, the most used compression format for zipped files. ￭ It is also possible to create an archive with an unknown password. ￭ There is no need to store the password in the file,
just in the application and the "key". ￭ The password is entered on the key screen and is immediately applied when a file is to be encrypted. ￭ Files may be encrypted without any password or with a hard-coded password. ￭ The key for encryption and decryption is automatically
saved by the application. The application is not designed to save the key into the memory. The password is the only thing saved in memory. ￭ Compression is independent of the password so multiple archives with different passwords may be compressed and stored in one folder.
￭ For password protected archives you will need to have a separate password for each archive. File Encryption with SSH, HTTP, FTP and SSL authentication The application has a built-in library for encryption and decryption with SSH, FTP, SSL and HTTP protocol. The user
can enter the encrypted file on the network and the file will be downloaded and decrypted from the network. The data is also decompressed on the fly. The encryption is done using the Blowfish algorithm. The file is decrypted using the same algorithm and the files are stored in

the application's memory as encrypted data. To ensure the security of the files the key for decryption is stored separately from the encrypted 77a5ca646e
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Description: Zero Footprint Crypt is an encryption application that will encrypt any file you wish. Using a very easy to use interface and your own encryption key, you can securely keep files secret. The application will encrypt the files, create a password protected archive and
also automatically create self extracting.sfx (self extracting) files. Additionally, files will be added to the Windows explorer with a 'ZFC Decrypt' entry. The application will then decrypt the files as the user chooses. After decrypting, the files will be shown in the built in Image
viewer, for quick viewing. ZFC also includes a basic text editor, which allows for quick editing of the files. Features: Encryption using 6 encryption algorithms: Blowfish, Twofish, 3des, RC4, Serpent and Rijndael. Data integrity. ZFC will check that your files are correct before
decrypting. Password protected archives. Files can be encrypted, decrypted and also password protected. Viewer for all image types. Inbuilt viewer for images, movies, sound and text files. Integration with Windows explorer. Files will be shown in the windows explorer and allow
to right click on them and then choose "ZFC Decrypt". Drag and Drop support. Files can be dragged and dropped from the windows explorer onto the application window. File wiping, so files can be removed from the hard disk. Multiple file support. User can encrypt multiple
files at one time. Support for multiple media files. Inbuilt player for viewing movies and image files. SFX file creation. Files can be created and used to send files via email. Email integration. Compression and Decompression using standard built in compression tool. Allows for
compressing and decompressing of multiple files at one time. Description: Have fun with this FREE Picture and Sound Editor, Paint, and Recording Maker. Draw pictures and record sound clips, edit and share them, all from the same interface. The unique combination of
features and ease of use makes this program a great educational tool as well. Paint and Record - Draw your own pictures and voice clips- Use any picture you find as a clip- Save to a file- Share any picture you have made with any other file- Record voice clips from yourself or
from your computer- Use the built in voice recorder to record your own sounds- There is no limit on the number of recordings you can make- Multiple recording supported-

What's New in the Zero Footprint Crypt?

Zero Footprint Crypt will encrypt your files using for that the powerful Blowfish algorithm. It comes with a built-in viewer for images, movies, sound and support for MP3 tags. The program offers a unique way to view encrypted image files without decrypting them to a file, but
to memory instead. In addition to encrypting your files, you can also wipe them from your disk, using multiple overwrites and perform some basic image editing. Great if used primarily for image encryption. Interface needs getting used to. ZFC is a freeware application. You can
use it unlimited times for unlimited files and unlimited file size. Although the above is true, we would appreciate it if you registered your copy. The small registration fee allows for the continuing development and support of the application. Here are some key features of "Zero
Footprint Crypt": ￭ Heavy duty encryption powers this application. ZFC is Very easy to use, there is no unnecessary jargon. The user interface is very straight forward and clear allowing users to start encrypting data within minutes. ￭ Unique ability to view encrypted image files
without having to decrypt them to file. Using the Zero footprint "in-memory" decryption. This function minimizes the risk of the encrypted files being recovered using "undelete tools" - there is no unnecessary writing to the hard disk. ￭ Powerful file wiping to clear any file off
the disk (Department of Defense strength and even more). Making any file irrecoverable using "undelete tools". ￭ Six encryption algorithms to choose from. Including Blowfish, Twofish, 3DES, RC4, Serpent and Rijndael. ￭ Integrity record in files to ensure the decrypted data
"correctness". User can be sure that the data is not altered in any way; as the decrypted file is checked so as that it is the exact file that was originally encrypted. ￭ Creation of self extracting encrypted files for secure email. Use the application to make an executable (.exe) file that
includes your encrypted files, send this to anyone else via email - the recipient can extract and decrypt the files without having the full ZFC application installed. If you want to send data securely the answer is an SFX (self extracting) file. ￭ Email integration, send SFX files
directly from within the application using Microsoft Outlook mail client. ￭ ZFC is a true 32bit multi threaded application. Encryption and decryption of multiple files can be started simultaneously. Windows Integration ￭ Windows menu integration. The functions Encrypt and
decrypt file are entered in the windows menu. (user may remove these easily from within the application) ￭ Drag and drop files from the Windows explore on the ZFC window.
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System Requirements For Zero Footprint Crypt:

PC: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 Mac: OS X 10.10 or later Mac Pro / Mac mini: OS X 10.9 or later Some point-and-click adventure games can be played online, such as hidden object games like Jewel Quest. To use online features, your computer must have a broadband Internet
connection. System Requirements: Mac Pro / Mac mini: OS X 10
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